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ABSTRACT
Graphs are ubiquitous data structures with nodes representing ob-
jects and edges representing relationships between them. Graph
Neural Networks (GNNs) have recently been proposed to study
graph-structured data, but unfortunately, are susceptible to privacy
leakage. This issue becomes more urgent as GNNs gain wide de-
ployment in many real-world settings including social network
analysis, bioinformatics, and cybersecurity. In this paper, we pro-
pose the first link inference attack that can compromise user data
under the most difficult security settings, which we call Maui. We
demonstrate that private edge information can be inferred by a
malicious user with a black-box approach. Extensive experiments
on six real-world datasets show our attacks conduct effective link
inference attacks in various scopes. Our attack achieves signifi-
cant performance improvements over the current state-of-the-art.
When targeting 2-layer Graph Convolution Networks, for inferring
edges of a single node, our attack outperforms the best existing
method by 12.0%, increasing from 83.7% to 95.7%; when inferring
edges of the entire graph, our attack achieves a 19.6% improvement,
from 67.7% to 87.3%. Our results underscore the need for counter-
measures against privacy attacks in GNNs, as they can reveal rich
information about graph structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graphs are ubiquitous data structures for modeling relationships.
Nodes represent discrete objects and edges represent connections
between them. Practitioners use them to model data in various
domains, such as social media graphs for recommendation [73],
biological knowledge graphs for drug repurposing [24], and text
graphs for relation extraction [45]. In recent years, researchers
have proposed Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) to leverage graph-
structured data with compelling results in many domains [64]. For
example, Uber Eats implements GraphSAGE [20] on a user-item
network to boost personalized recommendation; Google Maps de-
ploys a GNN estimator on a road network to predict the expected
time of arrival [10]; AWS applies Relational Graph Convolutional
Networks [49] to a COVID-19 knowledge graph to accelerate drug
research [58]. With so much real-world, and sometimes highly sen-
sitive data being processed by these models, it is imperative to view
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Table 1: Comparison of existing attacks whereas Maui re-
quires no prior knowledge. We list the required knowledge
for different attacks. The underlined knowledge indicates
white-box access to the GNNs. (○ = required; ○ = not re-
quired)

Attack Feature/Label Embedding Spectral GNNs Gradient

Decoder [12] ○ ○ ○ ○
GraphMI [80] ○ ○ ○ ○
LSA2 [21] ○ ○ ○ ○
LinkTeller [62] ○ ○ ○ ○

Maui ○ ○ ○ ○

them as a threat vector. How might an attacker exploit them to
steal private data, and what measures can we take to stop them?

Traditional machine learning (ML) models are susceptible to
attacks that reveal sensitive information [6, 36] and GNNs are no
different. As GNNs are extensively deployed in real-world systems,
privacy leakage has become a serious problem [8, 22, 60, 76, 79].
Privacy leakage of an attributed graph can be severe because, in
addition to node and edge features, the graph structure itself is at
risk. Even worse, because individual graph components possess rich
information and are related to each other an attacker may infer the
information of one component based on others [1, 18]. Additionally,
with enough preliminary information, an attacker can conduct
inference attacks to obtain sensitive and private information of
graphs [21] and models [60].

In this paper, inspired by recent works [4, 21, 30, 37, 38, 51, 62],
we consider the situation where graph data is vertically partitioned
into two parts: graph structure (edges), and node features. These
partitions are owned by different data holders and anML platform is
used for training and inference. Some more recent prior works have
discussed security in the vertical partition paradigm for machine
learning generally [46, 65, 68, 69], but as it is still an emerging
field, fewer specifically consider the graph domain [4, 62]. With the
growing popularity of GNN models, many inference servers are
expanding to accommodate APIs for vertically partitioned graph
data (Amazon Neptune1, NVIDIA Triton2, etc.). Once these services
are implemented, the edge data is vulnerable to privacy leakage.
Prior works have shown that with very little knowledge about
the node features, classes, or the model, edge information can be
stolen [21, 38, 62]. We will show that even with no prior knowledge,
the model can still leak rich private information.

It is important to note that inference attacks against traditional
machine learning models [16, 38] cannot be applied to graph data,

1https://aws.amazon.com/neptune/
2https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia-triton-inference-server
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as they are designed for Euclidean data. Additionally, existing GNN-
based link inference attacks fail to conduct effective attacks under
more constrained settings. We aim to attack under the hardest
possible settings. We assume that the GNN is a black-box, so the
adversary has no way of knowing any of its internal parameters,
or gradient information, only its output. This means prior works
such as GraphMI [80], which makes the adjacency matrix a learn-
able parameter and relies on the backpropagation from GNNs, and
Decoder [12], which relies on intermediate node embeddings, are
unable to attack. In a more practical setting, let us assume that
the adversary has only partial, or no node features or labels, e.g.,
users in a social network may not expose their personal informa-
tion. The attacker only has API access to the ML platform. This
makes approaches such as Link Stealing Attack-2 (LSA-2) [21],
and LinkTeller [62] infeasible, as both rely on node features. This
attack-space, “typically seen in the case of machine learning as
a service” [12, p. 78], is what we refer to as the hardest setting.
To further illustrate this, Table 1 shows the knowledge required
for an adversary under several contemporary link inference at-
tacks. It is also worth noting that Li et al. [33] has proposed a novel
link inference attack without access to the node properties (includ-
ing features and labels). However, this attack uses node injection
approach to infer the connection between existing nodes, which
involves creating new nodes and edges, and is unreasonable in our
motivating scenario where the attackers cannot access the graph
structure.

We also note that existing attacks fail to correctly identify edges
for the whole graph. Works such as LinkTeller [62] which estimate
gradients through node perturbations make the flawed assumption
that all edges propagate the same amount of information, so they
adopt a top-k strategy for predicting edges for the whole graph.
This ignores the fact that nodes with more connections receive less
information from each neighbor due to the aggregation scheme of
GNNs [17, 66], making it difficult to detect edges in graphs with
irregular density.

To address these problems, we proposeMaui, an attack that does
not rely on any knowledge of node features or the computation
during the prediction process; the attacker can only access the
inference API as a black box and view its predictions.Maui aims
to infer whether an edge exists between two nodes. Specifically,
Maui first estimates the influence values locally for each node, then
converts the local influence values into global influence values, so
edges can be identified precisely for the whole graph. We study the
privacy leakage of the graph structure from the inference stage of
GNNs, when the graph is vertically partitioned into graph structure
and node features.

Our experimental results show thatMaui significantly outper-
forms state-of-the-art attacks. When targeting 2-layer Graph Con-
volution Networks, for inferring edges of a single node (local at-
tack), our attack outperforms the best existing method by 12.0%,
increasing from 83.7% to 95.7%; when inferring edges of the entire
graph (global attack), our attack achieves a 19.6% improvement,
from 67.7% to 87.3%. The results further show that our attack can be
deployed on various GNNs. Moreover, we demonstrate thatMaui is
robust to model adaptations and defense mechanisms. Overall, we
observe that GNN predictions can leak rich private link information

Table 2: Summary of notations.

Notation Description

𝐺 A graph with nodes and edges
𝑉 Nodes in graph𝐺
𝐸 Edges in graph𝐺
𝑋 Node features of𝑉
𝑌 Node labels of𝑉

𝑑 ( ·, ·) Distance between nodes
Φ( ·, ·, ·) A GNN model
𝑓 ( ·, ·) An inference API derived from Φ

𝑃 Prediction probabilities from Φ
𝐻 Node representations from Φ
I Influence nodes based on Φ
Θ Influence values of node pairs

even under the black-box setting, which suggests the necessity for
corresponding defensive actions.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• Novel privacy attack.We propose the first link inference
attack that operates under the most difficult security setting,
using only the inference API and no node features or model
information. This attack can effectively compromise edge
information in graph-structured data.
• Improved global attack. We observe that existing attacks
have limited success in conducting effective global attacks on
the whole graph. To overcome this limitation, we introduce
a normalization strategy that allows us to obtain globally
compatible influence values.
• Adaptation to constraints. We design different strategies
forMaui to balance time complexity and attack performance.
We provide three strategies in total and demonstrate that
these strategies all outperform existing attacks.
• Extensive experimental evaluation.We conducted exten-
sive experiments on six real-world datasets using commonly
used GNN models. The experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of Maui from both local and global perspec-
tives, significantly outperforming state-of-the-art attacks in
precision, compatibility and robustness. We also show that
existing defense mechanisms do not fully alleviate privacy
concerns. Our work highlights the need for better privacy-
preserving techniques for GNNs.

2 BACKGROUND
Notations. Let 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸) represent a graph with 𝑉 denoting
the nodes and 𝐸 as the edge list. The element 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 in the edge list
represents the existence of an edge from node 𝑣𝑖 to 𝑣 𝑗 . An attrib-
uted graph is a graph with associated attributes. In this paper, we
consider nodes to be associated with node features 𝑋 and labels 𝑌 .

We summarize the frequently used notations of this paper in
Table 2. Capital letters represent a set or a matrix, and the corre-
sponding lowercase represents a single element. Bold lowercase
represents a vector. For example, 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 indicates an edge from node
𝑣𝑖 to 𝑣 𝑗 ; 𝒙𝑖 represents the node feature vector of 𝑣𝑖 .

Graph Neural Networks. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), Φ,
are machine learning models working on graph-structured data [20,
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29, 54]. They take an attributed graph as input and employ a neigh-
borhood aggregation scheme through edges to learn node repre-
sentations 𝑍 for different purposes. Neighborhood aggregation
is conducted in each layer of a GNN model, which can be for-
mulated into three essential steps. First, for each edge 𝑒 𝑗,𝑖 , GNNs
compute a message from the representations of {𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 } in the pre-
vious layer: 𝒎𝑙

𝑗,𝑖
= Msg(𝒉𝑙−1𝑖 ,𝒉𝑙−1𝑗 , 𝑒 𝑗,𝑖 ), where 𝒉𝒍−1𝒊 is the repre-

sentation of 𝑣𝑖 in the (𝑙 − 1)-th layer. Second, for each node 𝑣𝑖 ,
GNNs aggregate all the messages from 𝑣𝑖 ’s neighbor nodes N𝑖 :
𝒎𝑙
𝑖
= Agg({𝒎𝑙

𝑗,𝑖
| 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ N𝑖 }). Finally, GNNs update the representa-

tion for each node 𝑣𝑖 from the aggregated message and its previous
representation: 𝒉𝑙𝑖 = Update(𝒎𝑙

𝑖
,𝒉𝑙−1𝑖 ). Specifically, the input rep-

resentation 𝒉0
𝑖
is the node feature 𝒙𝑖 , and the final representation

𝒛𝑖 is the representation 𝒉𝐿𝑖 from the last layer 𝐿.
The final representations are used for different tasks, such as

node classification [29], graph classification [74], and link predic-
tion [77]. Here, we focus on the node classification task. In general,
a fully connected layer takes the final representations and computes
the node predictions: 𝒑𝑖 = 𝜎 (FC(𝒛𝑖 )), where 𝜎 is the activation
function to normalize the input vector into probability distribu-
tions, e.g., Softmax. The prediction 𝒑𝑖 is a vector containing the
prediction probabilities of each class.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
This problem is based on the vertical partition of an attributed
graph, where the graph structure and node features are distributed
to at least two data holders. During the inference process, users
with API access make requests for node predictions by sending node
features to the inference API, which uses edge data held by other
users to generate a probability vector representing the prediction
probabilities for each class. Importantly, the inference API does not
provide any information other than the corresponding predictions.
We assume users have unlimited calls to the inference API, as it
is reasonable to anticipate that either the model owner or the ML
platform would grant complete API access within the semi-trusted
user threat model. In this work, we wish to study how much of the
graph structure can be inferred by a user who has only API access
to the ML platform.

3.1 Motivating Example
Consider the scenario illustrated in Figure 1. Alice is a social media
company that holds a great deal of proprietary relational informa-
tion. She has two clients, Bob and Mallory, marketing companies
that collect user preference data. No party wishes to share their
data publicly, but they do wish to collaborate to generate better
user profiles. To accomplish this, they use an ML platform to train
a GNN on their vertically partitioned data. The GNN model takes
as input Bob and Mallory’s node features and using Alice’s rela-
tional data, outputs predictions about those users’ shopping habits,
personality traits, etc..

Alice’s clients follow the semi-trusted user threat model; we ex-
pect each entity to be “honest, but curious”. They always securely
store data and follow the agreed-upon protocol, but they may curi-
ously infer from any information they receive [72]. Bob uses the
API as expected, recalculating user profiles as his data is updated,
but Mallory repeatedly makes new inference requests on the same

GNN
Training

Attack

Alice Bobs

ML Platform

Mallory

Training Stage Inference Stage

Graph Structure Features & 
Labels

Mallory

...

Figure 1: A motivating scenario: at the training stage, a GNN
model is trained with edge data from Alice and node data
from several clients, including Bob and Mallory, and de-
ployed on an ML platform. At the inference stage, malicious
users can infer the private graph structure via the inference
API.

nodes but sends slightly perturbed features each time. We will show
how Mallory can reconstruct a very good approximation of Alice’s
proprietary edge data using only the API responses.

Given the way that inference as a service is currently imple-
mented, it is likely that the scenario we outlined above exists in
the wild. In fact, in the documentation for Amazon Neptune they
show exactly how a customer with an API key can change node
features and get new inference results from a pretrained model–all
that is needed to implement our attack. Many marketing services
follow this model of vertically partitioned data, and indeed, there is
no shortage of such services on the AWS, Azure, or Google Cloud
marketplaces, as well as in the literature [4, 7, 40].

3.2 Threat model
Attackers’ goal. The attackers aim to infer whether an edge exists
between a pair of nodes in the target graph during the inference
stage.

Attackers’ capability.This paper focuses on the situationwhere
a holder of the inference API is an adversary. Since the holder only
has partial or no knowledge of the node features, we assume the
attackers possess only the identities of the nodes and the black-
box access to the inference API of a GNN model. The attackers
determine the connections of node pairs via consecutive API calls
and prediction analysis. The attacker may also leverage external
knowledge about the graph’s topology and the characteristics of
the nodes to improve the attack’s accuracy. To summarize, the at-
tackers’ capability includes the knowledge of node identities, the
black-box access to the inference API of GNNs, and the collections
of corresponding prediction probabilities.

3.3 Maui
For simplicity, we formulate the target GNNmodel as 𝑃 = Φ(𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑋 ).
The inference API is then defined as 𝑓 (𝑉 ,𝑋 ) = Φ(𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑋 ). Given a
black-box access to the inference API, Maui aims to infer whether
there exists an edge/link between a pair of nodes. Specifically, for a
node pair (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ), Maui provides an influence value \𝑖, 𝑗 indicating
the influence of 𝑣𝑖 on 𝑣 𝑗 from the inference API. For the whole
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graph, we formulateMaui as

Θ = Maui(𝑓 ,𝑉 ). (1)

With the estimated edge quantity, certain edges of the target graph
can be inferred based on the influence values of the whole graph
Θ.

4 DESIGN DETAILS OFMAUI
4.1 Attack Overview
Figure 2 illustrates the overall workflow of Maui. Before the attacks,
Maui initializes nodes with the same random features for each node.
In practice, it is possible for attackers to create realistic node features
with knowledge such as node feature distributions and existing
node features, but we do not assume such background knowledge.
Then, Maui takes the generated node features �̃� , and perturbs
them, generating 𝑋 . Next, it queries the inference API 𝑓 (·, ·) with
perturbed 𝑋 on certain nodes. Finally, using the difference between
the two API responses, it computes the influence values Θ for each
node pair {(𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) |𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 }, which indicate the likelihood of a
connection. With estimated edge density,Maui connects node pairs
based on the influence values in a global attack on the whole graph.

In this section, we will show how Maui uses these influence
values to infer all connections to a single node 𝑣𝑖 . Then, we will
build upon this, and show howMaui can be used to estimate every
edge in the graph.

4.2 Local Node Attack
If two nodes 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 are at least 𝐿 + 1 (including∞) hops away,
they have no influence on each other in an 𝐿-layer GNN model [62].
That is, a change to 𝑣𝑖 ’s features 𝒙𝑖 will not influence the model’s
prediction for 𝑣 𝑗 , 𝒑 𝑗 . Thus, for an 𝐿-layer GNN model, we can find
nodes within 𝐿 hops by feature perturbation. Let the set of influence
nodes, I𝑖 denote nodes that are influenced by a perturbation to the
features of 𝑣𝑖 , not including 𝑣𝑖 itself. To infer the connections of 𝑣𝑖 ,
we only need to consider its influence nodes I𝑖 .

Intuitively, if two nodes are closer, the information of one node
will be passed to the other through more paths. In addition, the
information can reach the other node in an earlier layer, entailing a
stronger signal. Because of the neighborhood aggregation scheme,
less information from a node will be retained as it is passed to
deeper layers. In summary, two nodes within smaller distances can
propagate more information about themselves to each other, as well
as produce more influence on each other’s predictions. Therefore,
we measure such influence as an indicator to uncover connections.
If the influence value is bigger, it is more likely that two nodes are
connected.

Based on this intuition, we can estimate the influence from 𝑣 𝑗 to
𝑣𝑖 by measuring the change of 𝒑𝑖 after setting 𝒙 𝑗 to zeros. Let 𝑋 be
a copy of �̃� except �̂� 𝑗 ← 0. We calculate the influence value from
𝑣 𝑗 to 𝑣𝑖 as:

\𝑖, 𝑗 =
𝑓𝑖 (𝑉 , �̃� ) − 𝑓𝑖 (𝑉 ,𝑋 )


2 , (2)

where 𝑓𝑖 (·, ·) represents the prediction of 𝑣𝑖 and ∥·∥2 is the 𝐿2-norm.
Different from LinkTeller, we set 𝒙 𝑗 to zeros rather than perturb it
with small values for the concern of compatibility and robustness.
For example, LinkTeller is not applicable to models with feature

normalization. We refer to 𝑣𝑖 as the target node and 𝑣 𝑗 as the subject
node.

The impact of graph structure cannot be ignored during GNN
computation. First, because nodes interact with each other through
neighborhood aggregation, and the computation is not linear, changes
in a target’s prediction are not guaranteed. Second, the amount
of information propagated is not necessarily proportional to the
distance between nodes; node degree has a large effect as well. For
example, a 2-hop densely connected subject node may propagate
more information than a 1-hop trivially connected node simply
because it has more edges sending messages.

To alleviate the first problem, we can estimate the influence
value \𝑖, 𝑗 , after removing the node features of 𝑣𝑖 ’s influence nodes
I𝑖 , except the subject node’s features 𝒙 𝑗 . By doing so, only the
messages from the subject node can be passed to the target node.
To account for the second problem, we present Proposition 1 to
help improve the estimation for influence values in general. Our
goal is to make sure the node pairs with smaller distances obtain
larger influence values.

Proposition 1. If two nodes 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 are 𝑙 (𝑙 < 𝐿) hops away, given
a GNN model of 𝐿 layers, the intersection of their influence nodes
𝑉 (𝐼 ) = I𝑖 ∩ I𝑗 covers their entire neighbor nodes within 𝐿 − 𝑙 hops
(excluding 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 ).

Proof. We use 𝑑 (·, ·) to denote the distance between two nodes.
Let 𝑣𝑘 be a node that is not 𝑣𝑖 or 𝑣 𝑗 such that 𝑑 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑘 ) ≤ 𝐿 − 𝑙 and
𝑑 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) = 𝑙 , we will prove 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑉 (𝐼 ) . From the given condition,
because 𝑣𝑘 ∈ I𝑖 , we must prove 𝑣𝑘 ∈ I𝑗 . To prove 𝑣𝑘 ∈ I𝑗 , we need
to prove 𝑑 (𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 ) ≤ 𝐿.

The distance between 𝑣 𝑗 and 𝑣𝑘 is measured from the short-
est path between them. We consider two situations: 1) this path
contains 𝑣𝑖 ; 2) this path does not contain 𝑣𝑖 . In the first situation,

𝑑 (𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 ) = 𝑑 (𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑖 ) + 𝑑 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑘 ) ≤ 𝐿.

In the second situation,

𝑑 (𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 ) < 𝑑 (𝑣 𝑗 , 𝑣𝑖 ) + 𝑑 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑘 ) < 𝐿. □

For example, suppose 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 are 𝑙 = 3 hops away and the
influence nodes are within 𝐿 = 5 hops. Then the intersection 𝑉 (𝐼 )
covers all the 1- and 2-hop neighbors of 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 . If the two nodes
were closer to each other, the intersection would contain a larger
range of their neighbor nodes and other nodes with smaller distance
to them.

To better distinguish the influence values of nodes at different
distances from 𝑣𝑖 , rather than removing the node features of all
the influence nodes I𝑖 , we only set the node features 𝑋 (𝐼 ) of the
intersection 𝑉 (𝐼 ) to zeros. Through the information propagation,
if the subject node is closer to the target node, noise from a wider
range of nodes will be mitigated. This noise mitigation is signifi-
cant because for each hop the subject node is closer to the target,
and the range of neighbor nodes in 𝑉 (𝐼 ) grows 1-hop larger. In a
graph structure, the number of (𝑙 + 1)-hop neighbors is usually
exponentially larger than the number of 𝑙-hop neighbors.

The process for local attacks can be found in Algorithm 1. In
summary, to attack a single target node 𝑣𝑖 , we first iterate through
each 𝑣 𝑗 ∈ I𝑖 , and calculate their intersection of influence nodes,
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Figure 2: The workflow of Maui involves three steps. First, uniform features are randomly assigned to each node. Second,
influence values between pairs of nodes are estimated using feature perturbation. Finally, edges are identified from the influence
values by setting an estimated density and connecting the top pairs of nodes with the largest influence values.

Algorithm 1: Maui

Input: The inference API 𝑓 ( ·, ·) ; the target nodes𝑉 (𝑇 ) ⊆ 𝑉
Output: The influence values Θ (Θ̃)

1 Initialize random uniform node features �̃�
2 Find all the influence nodes {I𝑖 |∀𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 }
3 Θ← {0} |𝑉 (𝑇 ) |×|𝑉 |

4 foreach 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 (𝑇 ) do
5 foreach 𝑣𝑗 ∈ I𝑖 do
6 �̂� ← �̃�

7 𝑉 (𝐼 ) ← I𝑖 ∩ I𝑗
8 Set �̂� (𝐼 ) to zeros
9 𝒑𝑖 ← 𝑓𝑖 (𝑉 , �̂� )

10 Set �̂� 𝑗 to zeros
11 𝒑′

𝑖
← 𝑓𝑖 (𝑉 , �̂� )

12 \𝑖,𝑗 ←
𝒑𝑖 − 𝒑′𝑖2

13 �̃� 𝑖 = 𝜽 𝑖/max𝜽 𝑖 ⊲ global attack

𝑉 (𝐼 ) (lines 5–7). Then, we set the features for each node in the inter-
section to zeros, leaving the rest as they were randomly initialized,
and calculate the predictions 𝒑𝑖 (lines 8–9). Next, we repeat the
process, this time with 𝒙 𝑗 set to zeros as well to calculate 𝒑′

𝑖
(lines

10–11). Finally, we calculate the influence value of 𝑣 𝑗 on 𝑣𝑖 , \𝑖, 𝑗 by
taking the 𝐿2-Squared distance between the different predictions
(line 12). These values can be used on their own for this local attack,
or as we will show, be further analyzed to estimate the graph in
totality.

4.3 Global Graph Attack
To identify the edges for the whole graph, we cannot directly apply
the top-k strategy or a classification threshold to the influence val-
ues Θ. Nodes with many edges receive relatively less information
from their neighbors than those with fewer edges. This leads to
smaller influence values. Another challenge is that during neigh-
borhood aggregation, GNNs normalize the aggregated neighbor
information for better performance. Furthermore, the estimation
for influence values is based on normalized GNN predictions. As a
result, we can only compare the influence values for a single target
node. That is, only {\𝑖, 𝑗 |𝑣 𝑗 ∈ I𝑖 } are compatible because they rep-
resent the influence towards 𝑣𝑖 . Thus, for node pairs of completely
different nodes, a larger influence value does not guarantee a higher
probability of connection.

Proposition 2. If 𝜽 𝑖 contains nonzero values, then 𝑣𝑖 is connected
by at least one edge.

Proof. Assume 𝑣𝑖 is not connected and there exists a node 𝑣 𝑗 ,
which is not connected to 𝑣𝑖 and \𝑖, 𝑗 ≠ 0. Due to no connection, we
have 𝑑 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) = ∞. Since \𝑖, 𝑗 is nonzero, according to Proposition 1,
𝑑 (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) ≤ 𝐿 which is a contradiction. Therefore, the assumption is
false. □

Based on Proposition 2, we first find the member of I𝑖 with
the greatest influence on 𝑣𝑖 . We assume the node pairs with the
greatest influence values are connected. If the influence values of
the remaining node pairs are close to the greatest influence value,
these node pairs are more likely to be connected. Intuitively, we
can measure such closeness and connect node pairs with the closest
influence values to the corresponding strong influence values. To
globally measure the closeness, we adopt min-max normalization
to the influence values for each node:

�̃� 𝑖 =
𝜽 𝑖 −min𝜽 𝑖

max𝜽 𝑖 −min𝜽 𝑖
. (3)

In practice, min𝜽 𝑖 = 0, so the equation is simplified to �̃� 𝑖 =

𝜽 𝑖/max𝜽 𝑖 . If the influence value is closer to 1, it is closer to
the corresponding strong influence value. Now we can globally
compare the influence values and connect the top-k node pairs for
the whole graph.

In real life, the attackers may estimate the edge density of a
target graph, which helps them determine the number of edges �̂�
to recover. When a partial graph is accessible, the attackers can
first find the influence values and then estimate the threshold or
the edge density directly, according to different situations. The
attackers can also guess the edge density from other accessible
datasets that belong to similar categories. For example, attackers can
use information from public social media accounts to approximate
the density of a social network.

4.4 Different Estimation Strategies
Efficient strategy. Like LinkTeller, the time complexity can be
reduced by computing the outgoing influence \ 𝑗,𝑖 from node 𝑣𝑖 ,
rather than the incoming influence (\𝑖, 𝑗 ). With the perturbation of
one node, the outgoing influence can be estimated simultaneously.
Using Equation (2), every outgoing influence value from 𝑣𝑖 to I𝑖 can
be computed with only two queries of the inference API. Our goal
is to find its outgoing influence values for a node 𝑣𝑖 ,

{
\ 𝑗,𝑖 |𝑣𝑖 ∈ I𝑖

}
,

without exhaustive traversal. However, as mentioned previously,
using Equation (2) only is not accurate considering the nonlinearity
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Algorithm 2: Maui - Efficient
Input: The inference API 𝑓 ( ·, ·) ; the nodes of a graph𝑉 ; the

window of sampling times 𝛼 , 𝛽
Output: The influence values Θ (Θ̃)

1 Initialize random uniform node features �̃�
2 Find all the influence nodes {I𝑖 |∀𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 }
3 Θ← {0} |𝑉 |×|𝑉 |
4 foreach 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 do
5 𝜏 ← min(max(

⌈√︁
|I𝑖 |

⌉
, 𝛼), 𝛽)

6 𝑠 ←
⌈√︁
|I𝑖 |

⌉
7 Initialize |I𝑖 | empty lists L
8 for 𝑡 ← 1 to 𝜏 do
9 �̂� ← �̃�

10 𝑉 (𝑆 ) ← 𝑠 nodes sampled from I𝑖
11 𝑉 (𝑅) ← I𝑖 \𝑉 (𝑆 )

12 Set �̂� (𝑆 ) to zeros
13 𝑃 ← 𝑓 (𝑉 , �̂� )
14 Set �̂�𝑖 to zeros
15 𝑃 ′ ← 𝑓 (𝑉 , �̂� )
16 foreach 𝑣𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 (𝑅) do
17 Add

𝒑 𝑗 − 𝒑′𝑗

2
to L 𝑗

18 foreach 𝑣𝑗 ∈ I𝑖 do
19 \ 𝑗,𝑖 ← mean(L 𝑗 )
20 �̃� :,𝑖 = 𝜽 :,𝑖/max𝜽 :,𝑖 ⊲ global attack

of GNNs and node interactions. Building upon Proposition 1, we
introduce a sampling strategy to alleviate the problems of inaccu-
rate influence estimation. To reduce the noise (i.e., the influence
from other nodes) during neighborhood aggregation, we sample
𝑠 nodes from I𝑖 to generate the set 𝑉 (𝑆) and set the node features
of 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 (𝑆) to zeros. Then we calculate the influence values of
𝑣𝑖 on the remaining nodes 𝑉 (𝑅) = I𝑖 \ 𝑉 (𝑆) by assigning �̂�𝑖 to
zeros and applying Equation (2). Since 𝑠 is fixed for each node, if
an unsampled node 𝑣 𝑗 is closer to 𝑣𝑖 , their intersection of influence
nodes 𝑉 (𝐼 ) will cover more sampled nodes whose features are set
to zeros. This means more noise caused by other nodes in𝑉 (𝐼 ) will
be alleviated during neighborhood aggregation. Therefore, with a
smaller distance, intuitively, more influence will be passed from 𝑣𝑖
to 𝑣 𝑗 . For better accuracy, we iterate the sampling process 𝜏 times
and average the results as the final influence values for every node
pair.

The process of this efficient strategy is summarized in Algo-
rithm 2. Here, we dynamically define 𝑠 and 𝜏 based on the number
of influence nodes to alleviate the noise fairly and effectively for
each node. During implementation, we make sure the nodes are
evenly sampled at line 10 and no empty lists exist in L. Here, we
adopt a sampling window to constrain the number of samples. For
each target node, the amount it is sampled falls within [𝛼, 𝛽] (line
5). The lower bound 𝛼 ensures nodes with fewer influence nodes are
sampled enough times; the upper bound 𝛽 , the maximum sampling
times for each node, ensures this strategy is efficient.

Combined strategy. To collectively enjoy the advantages of
the original strategy and the efficient strategy, we combine the two

Algorithm 3: Maui - Combined

Input: The inference API 𝑓 ( ·, ·) ; the target nodes𝑉 (𝑇 ) ⊆ 𝑉 ; the
threshold to run the original Maui attack _

Output: The influence values Θ (Θ̃)
1 Θ̃(𝐸) ←Maui(E) (𝑓 ,𝑉 ) ⊲ Algorithm 2

2 Θ(𝐶 ) ← {0} |𝑉 (𝑇 ) |×|𝑉 |

3 foreach 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 (𝑇 ) do
4 foreach 𝑣𝑗 ∈ I𝑖 do
5 if \̃ (𝐸)

𝑖,𝑗
< _ then ⊲ for directed graph

6 continue

⊲ the following is the same as Algorithm 1 ⊳

7 �̂� ← �̃�

8 𝑉 (𝐼 ) ← I𝑖 ∩ I𝑗
9 Set �̂� (𝐼 ) to zeros

10 𝒑𝑖 ← 𝑓𝑖 (𝑉 , �̂� )
11 Set �̂� 𝑗 to zeros
12 𝒑′

𝑖
← 𝑓𝑖 (𝑉 , �̂� )

13 \
(𝐶 )
𝑖,𝑗
←

𝒑𝑖 − 𝒑′𝑖2

strategies together. We first run the efficient strategy and obtain
the normalized influence values Θ(𝐸) . Later, we set a threshold in
(0, 1) or top-c node pair candidates, based on which, we run the
original strategy. For a node pair (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) in an undirected graph,
if \ (𝐸)

𝑖, 𝑗
or \ (𝐸)

𝑗,𝑖
is bigger than the threshold or is the top-c candi-

date, its influence values \ (𝑂)
𝑖, 𝑗

and \
(𝑂)
𝑗,𝑖

will be computed using
the original strategy; otherwise, the influence values remain zeros.
After completing all the valid node pairs, we obtain the normalized
influence values Θ(𝑂) . The ultimate influence values are computed
by Θ(𝐶) = Θ(𝐸) +Θ(𝑂) . Note that we do not apply another normal-
ization to Θ(𝐶) . The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.

Complexity analysis. The forward operation of GNNs is the
most time-consuming process in our attacks, but it is constant.
Thereby, for time complexity analysis, we consider the complexity
of GNN operation as a unit, i.e., each API query takes𝑂 (1). Accord-
ing to Algorithms 1 to 3, each attack iteration takes exactly two
API queries.

Maui is an exhaustive attack strategy where the complete set of
influence nodes must be traversed for each target node. Suppose
the target graph contains 𝑛 nodes and𝑚 undirected edges, and each
node is connected to 2𝑚/𝑛 edges on average. The average number
of influence nodes is estimated to be:

|I𝑖 | ≤
𝐿∑︁
𝑙=1

2𝑚/𝑛 · (2𝑚/𝑛 − 1)𝑙−1 ≤ 𝑛 − 1. (4)

We assume the target node has 2𝑚/𝑛 1-hop neighbors and each
neighbor connects to 2𝑚/𝑛 − 1 new neighbors. So there are 2𝑚/𝑛 ·
(2𝑚/𝑛 − 1)𝑙−1 nodes that can be reached by an 𝑙-hop path from the
target node. After 𝑙 layers of GNNs, considering the interconnec-
tions, the number of influence nodes is no bigger than

∑𝐿
𝑙=1 2𝑚/𝑛 ·

(2𝑚/𝑛 − 1)𝑙−1. The worst case is when |I𝑖 | = 𝑛 − 1. According to
Algorithm 1, the time complexity of Maui is 𝑂 (𝑛 · (2𝑚/𝑛)𝐿), with
the worst case being 𝑂 (𝑛2). In this work, we only consider sparse
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Table 3: Statistics of datasets.

Dataset # nodes # edges # features # classes

Cora 2,708 5,278 1,433 7
Citeseer 3,327 4,552 3,703 6
Coauthor-CS 18,333 81,894 6,805 15
Facebook 22,470 171,002 128 4
Github 37,300 289,003 128 2
LastFM-Asia 7,624 27,806 128 18

graph structures (|I𝑖 | ≪ 𝑛 − 1) as they are the common scenario in
the real world and more meaningful to explore [42].

Similarly, the time complexity of the efficient strategy is𝑂 (𝑛 · 𝜏),
where 𝜏 should be significantly smaller than the average number
of influence nodes. In Algorithm 2, the average of 𝜏 by definition is√︁
|I𝑖 |. Therefore, the time complexity is 𝑂 (𝑛 · (2𝑚/𝑛)𝐿/2), which

does not exceed𝑂 (𝑛 ·𝛽). Here, the costs of lines 16–19 can be safely
disregarded.

The time complexity of the combined strategy is not easily de-
termined, as how many node pairs are further estimated by the
original strategy depends on the threshold and the previous re-
sults. Nevertheless, a feasible threshold can be determined based on
the previous results to ensure the time complexity is substantially
reduced compared to that of the original strategy.

5 EXPERIMENT
5.1 Experimental Setup
We conduct our experiment on a server with two Intel Xeon Gold
6126 CPUs @ 2.60GHz, each of which has 12 cores and 24 threads.
The implementation in this work is available for reproduction3.

Datasets. In this work, we use six public datasets of node classi-
fication tasks.
• Citation network: Cora and Citeseer are similar citation net-
works [70], where the nodes are documents with bag-of-
words represented by node features, and edges represent
citation links. The task is to predict the documents’ research
fields.
• Coauthor network: Nodes in Coauther-CS [50] represent au-
thors with node features as keyword representations from
their papers. The nodes are connected if the corresponding
authors have a coauthor relationship. The classes are the
fields of study.
• Web network: Facebook Page-page network [47] is derived
from verified Facebook sites. Each node is an official Face-
book page and an edge is mutual likes between pages. Node
features are encoded from site descriptions. Each site is cate-
gorized based on its content topic.
• Social network: Github [47] and LastFM-Asia [48] are similar
social networks collected from the corresponding services.
They contain nodes as users and edges as mutual follower
relationships. The node features are extracted from user
information. The task is to classify users’ occupational fields
for Github and users’ nationalities for LastFM-Asia.

Models. We use three GNNs with different structures as the
target models: a 2-layer Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [29],
3https://github.com/iHeartGraph/Maui

a 3-layer GCN (in Appendix B), a 2-layer Graph Attention Network
(GAT) [54], and a 2-layer GraphSAGE [20]. For model training, all
the datasets are randomly split into the train, validation, and test
sets with ratios of {0.6, 0.2, 0.2}. We choose 2-layer GCNs to be our
major target model, as they are the most classic and widely used
GNNs.

All GNN models are implemented with Pytorch-Geometric [15].
Other than the GNN structures, the hyperparameters of GNNs
are uniformly set. We adopt the commonly used settings to the
hyperparameters and GNN structures. We assign the number of
units in a hidden layer to 64. We adopt ReLU as the activation
function for the hidden layers and Softmax for the output layer. To
reduce overfitting, we use dropout in each hidden layer with a rate
of 0.5. The learning rate is set to 0.01. The number of heads is 8 for
GATs.

Baselines. We compareMaui with two closely related attacks:
Link Stealing Attack-2 (LSA2) [21] and LinkTeller [62]. LinkTeller,
which also attacks vertically partitioned GNNs, assumes that the
attacker has knowledge of node features. It then makes minor per-
turbations to one node’s features and measures the effect on all
other nodes — they use this as that node’s influence value. It dif-
fers from Maui in its assumption that node features are known,
and in its assumption that one node having a strong influence on
another directly correlates to the likelihood of an edge between
them. Whereas, we compare influence values per target node, as
described in Section 4.3. We consider two strategies for LSA2: LSA2-
feat, and LSA2-post. LSA2-feat directly compares node features,
assuming that nodes with similar features will have edges in the
graph. LSA2-post compares the posteriors of features, using the
distance between GNN outputs for given nodes as the likelihood of
an edge existing between them. Both LSA2 and LinkTeller require
knowledge of the real node features and predictions. Therefore,
the baseline attacks utilize more information than Maui. The base-
line attacks are implemented from the source code shared by Wu
et al. [62]. Additionally, we employ a decoder as a white-box graph
reconstruction attack [12]. Intuitively, nodes with similar embed-
dings from GNNs tend to be connected. This approach takes the
node embeddings and decodes them into an adjacency matrix with
continuous values representing the influence values.

Metrics. We evaluate the attack performance with average pre-
cision (AP) as the major metric. The edges in a real-world graph
are usually sparse, i.e., the positive labels of ground truth are signif-
icantly imbalanced. The target of the attackers is to infer the con-
nected node pairs, the number of which is considerably smaller than
the quantity of all the node pairs. Furthermore, the outputs of the
attackers are continuous values representing the distance/influence
of node pairs, so the attackers have to pick the node pairs with the
largest influence values as the positive predictions. In summary, we
consider AP the best option to represent the correctness of edge
inference for the following reasons: 1) the labels of ground truth are
not balanced; 2) we favor the positive predictions and the positive
ground truths; 3) the threshold for classification is not determin-
istic. Specifically, AP is calculated as: AP =

∑
𝑡 (Re𝑡 − Re𝑡−1)Pre𝑡 ,

where Re𝑡 represents the recall at the 𝑡-th threshold. For deeper
analysis, we also consider precision at k (p@k) and recall at k (r@k),
where we choose the top-k results and label them as positive, then
calculate the corresponding precision and recall.
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Table 4: Performance of local attack with 2-layer GCNs. We
show the average precision (AP). Note the results on Cora
and Citeseer are deterministic, so the SD is 0.

Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

Decoder 51.5 68.8 75.0±1.6 63.6±1.0 58.0±1.6 49.3±0.8
LSA2-post 45.2 64.2 70.6±1.0 59.1±0.6 31.2±7.2 48.1±1.3
LSA2-feat 45.6 64.3 88.6±0.8 49.6±1.0 31.2±6.5 47.0±0.6
LinkTeller 77.7 86.8 88.2±0.6 83.0±0.6 85.4±3.2 81.1±0.6
Maui 93.3 95.0 99.4±0.1 95.5±0.2 95.1±1.3 96.0±0.2

Attack Types. We evaluate the attacks on both local and global
attacks. For local attacks, the influence values are the original attack
outputs, specifically Algorithm 1 forMaui. We only calculate the
influence values between the target nodes and their influence nodes
rather than for all the node pairs. As a result, the evaluation of
LSA2 and Decoder is better than what was originally reported. For
global attacks, we transfer the local influence values into global
influence values by normalization (Equation (3)). As this leads to
better performance, unless otherwise specified, evaluations of the
global attacks are results with normalization. Hence, the results
we report for baseline attacks are better than the original, non-
normalized methods.

Specifications. In our experiments, we use entire graphs as the
target graphs for citation networks (Cora and Citeseer). For the
remaining larger datasets, for the ease of evaluation, we evaluate
the attacks on a randomly sampled subgraph containing 3,000 nodes
and repeat five times. We use deterministic random sampling to
ensure different attacks perform on the same target subgraphs.
We report the means and the standard deviations (SDs) for these
datasets. We assume the inference API does not include feature
processing stage (e.g., feature normalization), i.e., the node features
we provide will be directly fed into the GNN model. However, only
LinkTeller is negatively affected by feature normalization, which
we analyze in Section 5.6.

All the attacks are performed with their corresponding capa-
bilities. For example, if node features are necessary for an attack
(such as LinkTeller), then the attack has access to node features. In
Appendix D.2, we also evaluate the performance of Maui using the
original node features.

5.2 Local Attack Evaluation
We conduct the local attack with 2-layer GCNs, obtain the AP for
each node, and report the average of each dataset in Table 4. We
observe that Maui significantly outperforms the other baseline
approaches.

Our experimental results demonstrate that node similarity does
not always guarantee a connection, as evidenced by the perfor-
mance of Decoder and LSA2. LSA2, which does not consider GNN
interactions or graph properties, achieved the lowest APs overall.
This attack will fail on specific graphs where the connected nodes
belong to different types, such as molecule graphs and bioinfor-
matics graphs [43], and synthetic graphs [75] where all the node
features are the same. In contrast, LinkTeller, which leverages node
interactions through GNN computation and estimates influence
using gradients, achieves the best performance among all prior

Table 5: Performance of global attack with 2-layer GCNs.

Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

w/o
norm

Decoder 15.1 28.0 43.1±2.4 28.1±1.1 20.1±3.2 23.9±0.6
LSA2-post 15.7 34.4 49.5±2.0 27.2±1.3 5.4±2.5 22.6±1.3
LSA2-feat 22.0 36.7 74.8±3.1 20.3±1.9 6.3±2.9 22.3±1.4
LinkTeller 35.4 61.2 52.6±1.0 44.4±0.5 43.0±4.6 45.8±1.0
Maui 78.9 73.5 73.2±1.1 63.3±2.0 67.2±5.2 73.8±1.2

w/
norm

Decoder 31.3 42.3 53.0±2.7 37.2±1.7 29.4±4.1 27.8±0.7
LSA2-post 19.7 35.1 49.1±1.2 30.2±0.9 6.7±3.1 24.2±1.1
LSA2-feat 23.2 39.1 76.2±1.9 25.8±1.0 9.1±3.8 24.5±0.9
LinkTeller 62.3 73.5 75.4±1.4 67.0±0.8 62.7±9.8 65.3±0.9
Maui 87.3 84.2 96.2±0.7 85.5±0.5 83.4±3.2 87.4±0.6

works tested. However, LinkTeller does not thoroughly consider
interconnections between nodes and relies on extra knowledge of
node features, which explains why it is not the best-performing
method.

Maui is the most effective method; in particular,Maui outper-
forms LinkTeller by 12.0% on average. Considering we do not re-
quire extra knowledge other than the inference API, Maui greatly
improves the link inference attacks. We collectively consider the
computation process of GNNs and the graph structure for influence
value estimation. Moreover, we set all the node features uniformly
to prevent inaccurate inference by feature interactions. The result
demonstrates the lack of node feature knowledge does not degrade
the attack performance.

We observe that the attacks tend to perform better when the
dimension of node features and predictions is relatively large. Pre-
dictions with larger dimensions present stronger expressive power
and are more sensitive to changes in node features. Nonetheless,
while prior works fail on datasets with fewer classes, e.g., Github,
Maui remains effective. Thus, we conclude that GNN predictions
alone contain rich information about the graph structure, which
presents serious concerns about privacy leakage.

5.3 Global Attack Evaluation
Attack without normalization. First, we calculate the AP for
the whole graph using the same influence values from the local
attack. The results are collected in the upper section of Table 5.
They suggest that Maui overall still outperforms the other attacks,
but due to the lack of extra information, especially the degree of
each node, performance declines sharply compared to the local
attacks. Without enough knowledge, we cannot directly use the
local influence values on global attacks. Even with extra knowledge,
since the precision of local attack is not 100%, the performance
of global attack is not well guaranteed. The huge decline firmly
indicates the incompatibility of the influence values from a global
perspective. Particularly, a larger influence value does not guarantee
a better chance of connection.

Attack with normalization. To address the above challenge,
we apply min-max normalization to the influence values of each
node and obtain the AP for the whole graph. To effectively demon-
strate the advancement of normalization, we adopt it to the baseline
methods as well. Note the original baseline methods do not contain
the normalization process. The results show that normalization
offers great improvements in the global attack. In Cora dataset,
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Figure 3: Precision and recall at different top-k. We vary the top-k ratio of the predicted edges to the real edges, ranging from
25% to 150%, then calculate the corresponding precision and recall.

normalization has improved the performance of Maui by 8.4% and
LinkTeller by 26.9%. These improvements are from the global in-
compatibility of unnormalized influence values, rather than the
attack performance or the lack of further knowledge.

It is expected that the performance of the global attack is lower
than that of the local attack, given the greater challenge of inferring
edges across the entire graph. Under the most difficult setting, we
can only normalize the influence values to ensure global compatibil-
ity, and we assume that node pairs with the top influence values are
connected. We observe that this approach is less effective on graphs
with irregular edge density. In particular, graphs with high density
tend to have more interactions between nodes, which leads to more
globally incompatible influence values even after normalization,
and results in a greater decline in performance for the global attack.
With extra knowledge such as node degrees,Maui is able to achieve
better results, which we show in Appendix D.1.

Precision and recall. We vary the top-k ratio of the predicted
edges to the real edges, ranging from 25% to 150%, then calcu-
late the corresponding precision and recall. The ideal precision is
min(1, 1/𝑘) and the recall is expected to bemin(𝑘, 1). The precision
and recall at top-100% are considered as the attack accuracy. We
report the results in Figure 3.

In general, Maui achieves the best results and largely outper-
forms others. The results of Maui are relatively stable, especially
in the Github dataset, becauseMaui obtains the influence values
for every node pair individually. The graph of Github is uneven,
i.e., the subgraphs are either dense or sparse, which leads to the
unstable attack performance of other attacks. It is also evident that
methods actively using the feedback of GNNs achieve better results.
Overall, there exists a large gap between LinkTeller and LSA2-feat.

Finally, we observe that Maui is more sensitive to the correct
node pairs at the lower top-k. From 50% to 75%, the precision result
in Figure 3a is flatter than prior works, while the recall curve is

Table 6: Performance with 2-layer GATs.

Type Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

Local

Decoder 37.8 58.7 65.0±1.2 53.1±0.8 37.4±7.8 38.2±1.2
LSA2-post 49.9 72.1 76.8±1.4 63.2±0.4 32.1±7.0 55.4±1.1
LSA2-feat 45.6 64.3 88.6±0.8 49.6±1.0 31.2±6.5 47.0±0.6
LinkTeller 81.7 88.4 91.8±0.4 82.6±1.1 92.1±0.3 83.1±0.7
Maui 97.0 95.0 99.1±0.2 94.9±0.2 98.3±0.2 97.4±0.2

Global

Decoder 18.7 28.2 36.8±1.5 23.2±1.5 11.0±4.2 15.7±0.7
LSA2-post 21.4 43.8 55.7±2.3 33.3±1.4 7.1±3.4 27.4±1.4
LSA2-feat 23.2 39.1 76.2±1.9 25.8±1.0 9.1±3.8 24.5±0.9
LinkTeller 70.8 78.0 83.4±1.0 68.3±1.6 82.6±1.1 72.7±1.0
Maui 92.6 86.7 97.3±0.6 88.2±0.4 91.9±1.1 91.9±0.7

steeper in Figure 3b. According to our assumption, 1-hop neigh-
bors with more connections tend to have larger influence values.
As more node pairs are discovered,Maui will primarily compare
nodes between 1-hop neighbors with fewer connections and 2-hop
neighbors that are largely connected, both of which tend to obtain
higher influence values than the rest.

5.4 Compatibility Evaluation
We evaluate the attacks with 2-layer GATs and 2-layer GraphSAGE
to demonstrate the compatibility of Maui with other GNNs. We
report the AP of both local attack and global attack in Tables 6
and 7.

2-layer GATs. All the attacks have maintained their perfor-
mance andMaui continues to outperform the other attacks. Com-
pared with the results of the 2-layer GCNs in Table 4, the attacks
overall achieve better results with GATs except for the Decoder,
due to the different model architecture. The results of LSA2-feat
are unchanged since it only measures the similarity of node fea-
tures, which is irrelevant to GNN models. We compare the attack
performance of different models mainly from the local experiments
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Table 7: Performance with 2-layer GraphSAGE.

Type Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

Local

Decoder 39.7 61.9 63.0±1.2 55.0±1.5 38.8±8.0 42.1±1.1
LSA2-post 45.8 66.2 63.4±1.4 55.3±1.2 27.4±6.0 47.5±1.4
LinkTeller 79.4 84.9 44.4±2.6 67.6±1.0 84.4±0.7 60.5±1.3
Maui 100.0 100.0 41.2±1.0 98.9±0.2 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0

Global

Decoder 18.1 32.3 38.5±2.0 28.5±1.0 12.7±5.3 20.0±0.8
LSA2-post 18.1 36.6 40.9±1.6 27.1±0.7 6.5±3.1 22.2±1.1
LinkTeller 70.8 76.8 27.1±2.8 49.4±1.3 80.8±3.7 45.2±2.1
Maui 100.0 100.0 55.1±2.1 99.6±0.1 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0

Model Accuracy 85.3 73.1 92.7 94.1 85.9 84.6

because the results from the local attack are calculated using the
original algorithm’s output (Algorithm 1 without global normaliza-
tion) and they reflect the overall attack performance.

2-layer GraphSAGE.Additionally, we evaluate different attacks
with 2-layer GraphSAGE (max-pooling as the aggregation method)
and report the results in Table 7. Overall, the performance drops
from attacks on other GNN architectures, while Maui still stays on
top. Nodes with smaller distances tend to receive more messages
from each other, which leads to a higher probability of retaining the
messages bymax-pooling. However, this action is non-differentiable
and a slight change in node features can lead to a different message
sampling in each layer. This can largely damage the effectiveness
of LinkTeller. Max-pooling is not commonly used in GNN layers
due to information loss, but it can be effective as a defense. Due to
the max-pooling aggregation, information from one node may be
passed through multiple edges without critical loss, so the influence
of a node pair is retained. The attack performance of Maui highly
depends on node feature initialization, which may require a lot of
testing to attack GraphSAGE.

Besides GNNs with different aggregation methods, we conduct
further experiments with 3-layer GCNs in Appendix B. These ex-
periments have similar results to those shown here, with Maui
remaining the most effective attack.

5.5 Running Time Evaluation
All experiments are executed on CPUs, which process sequentially
without additional memory overhead, to ensure a fair comparison.
Our implementation strictly follows Algorithm 1, which operates
sequentially. However, a GPU implementation could concurrently
execute the for-loop in lines 5-12 of Algorithm 1 by duplicating the
graphs and running the model with all the duplications as input.
This approach might mirror simultaneous API calls in practical
applications. Nonetheless, the baseline methods we evaluate cannot
trivially be distributed. Consequently, it would be unfair to compare
the running time of our approach (which executes in parallel with
additional resources) to the running time of the baseline methods
(which execute sequentially). We report the running time of attacks
with 2-layer GCNs in Table 8. Additionally, we report the running
time to identify the influence nodes, which is necessary for all the
attacks. This process only requires a single execution, after which
the results can be stored for subsequent utilization. The running
time with 3-layer GCNs can be found in Appendix B. The decoder,
which is only used as a baseline for attack performance, is omitted

Table 8: Running time (in seconds) with 2-layer GCNs.

Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

LSA2-post 13.0 14.7 11.3±0.1 11.6±0.1 22.3±14.8 18.6±2.2
LSA2-feat 12.2 14.8 12.5±0.1 11.6±0.1 19.5±10.1 15.5±0.3
LinkTeller 11.85 9.15 4.4±0.3 4.9±0.2 6.7±2.2 9.0±0.6
Maui 348.6 229.91 66.7±7.9 109.8±11.0 828.2±1280.4 212.2±21.5

I 20.7 40.4 30.5±2.2 15.8±0.1 11.4±1.0 18.8±0.9

in the run-time evaluation. The influence values for all the node
pairs are generated in 𝑂 (1), with only constant-time call to the
GNNs.

We observe that Maui is the most time-consuming of all the
attacks, while LinkTeller achieves the smallest running time. For the
Github dataset, there is a densely connected subgraph out of the five
samples in our experiment, which leads to a huge number of node
pairs forMaui to estimate. However, the huge standard deviation
(even larger than the mean value) indicates thatMaui still performs
in reasonable running time on other subgraphs, considering Maui
estimates each node pair individually for better inference precision.

The time complexity of LSA2 is the same as Maui since we only
consider influence nodes rather than all the node pairs. However,
LSA2 only calculates the node similarity without running the GNN
model. In this experiment, the time complexity of LinkTeller is
𝑂 (𝑛). In each round, the attack calls the inference API once and
collects all the influence values of one node. The small running
time is obtained because 1) the graph is relatively small, and 2) the
influence nodes of target nodes are overlapped. Due to the first
reason, we can feed the whole graph to a GNN model and obtain
the influence values from one node to all. For the second reason, the
target nodes are each others’ influence nodes, so running LinkTeller
𝑛 times is enough to infer the edges for the whole graph. Consider
a large graph where the influence nodes of the target nodes are not
overlapped, the time complexity of LinkTeller will be the same as
Maui. Our experiment can be considered as attack on a cluster of
connected nodes.

Considering the significant advancement we have achieved with-
out the knowledge of node features, it is reasonable that we demand
more running time to estimate the influence values. Especially con-
sidering that in a real attack, it may not be necessary to infer the
edges for the whole graph. Maui is conducted on all the candidate
node pairs, while in practice, we can filter out a big portion of
redundant node pairs with various strategies such as our efficient
strategy. Additionally, the running time can be largely reduced by
using GPUs with simultaneous execution.

5.6 Robustness Evaluation
We evaluate the robustness of attacks under two defense mecha-
nisms, LapGraph [62] (proposed by LinkTeller) and our proposed
mechanism, EdgeAttn. Following the defense mechanism, we em-
ploy 2-layer GCNs as the target models in order to compare with
the previous results and obtain the results of the local attack and
the global attack. Additional details of both mechanisms can be
found in Appendix C. It is noteworthy that, although research has
been conducted to safeguard GNN privacy [78], few studies have
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Table 9: Performance with 2-layer GCNs under LapGraph.
According to the analysis from Wu et al. [62], we set 𝜖 to 10.

Type Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

Local

Decoder 45.9 57.1 63.3±1.4 55.3±0.9 49.2±1.4 44.2±1.0
LSA2-post 41.4 57.2 62.9±1.2 52.0±1.0 25.5±5.4 44.0±1.0
LinkTeller 66.8 72.9 71.7±0.7 71.5±1.0 66.7±2.2 68.9±0.8
Maui 84.5 81.5 81.7±0.9 83.0±0.6 72.5±1.3 80.6±0.8

Global

Decoder 27.6 34.5 52.9±1.7 28.6±1.4 22.1±3.1 23.9±0.7
LSA2-post 19.1 31.6 41.4±1.2 25.5±1.0 6.4±2.9 22.6±1.0
LinkTeller 51.3 58.3 53.4±1.1 51.7±1.3 39.4±4.0 50.7±0.9
Maui 77.7 71.1 69.5±1.2 66.0±0.3 50.8±0.7 67.9±0.9

Table 10: Performance with 2-layer GCNs under EdgeAttn.

Type Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

Local

Decoder 39.2 57.9 65.2±1.3 53.0±0.9 35.5±7.7 38.5±1.2
LSA2-post 51.5 71.6 76.6±1.3 57.9±0.6 31.5±7.4 53.9±1.0
LinkTeller 36.9 57.3 62.2±1.3 51.8±0.9 37.2±8.3 40.3±0.8
Maui 78.7 86.8 93.4±0.3 56.3±0.6 86.2±3.1 88.2±0.5

Global

Decoder 18.0 28.7 37.9±1.5 24.2±1.8 10.9±3.8 16.2±0.8
LSA2-post 20.2 41.7 55.2±2.1 28.6±2.0 6.8±3.2 25.7±1.1
LinkTeller 15.1 28.2 36.9±1.7 23.9±0.8 9.7±4.5 17.4±0.8
Maui 60.8 73.8 78.2±0.8 29.0±0.7 66.3±8.1 75.2±1.4

delved into the preservation specifically against link inference at-
tacks. Given that privacy-preserving techniques can shield GNNs
from various types of attacks, we have opted to assess the effec-
tiveness of two commonly used techniques—differential privacy
(LapGraph) and adversarial training (EdgeAttn). Additionally, we
find LinkTeller can be vulnerable to model manipulations (e.g.,
adding feature normalization). The attack can be invalidated by
adding a simple layer.

LapGraph. LapGraph is an edge perturbation mechanism that
guarantees 𝜖-edge differential privacy (DP) [13] while preserving
the density of the target graph. LapGraph randomly perturbs the
edges of the entire dataset with a privacy budget 𝜖 , before train-
ing and inference. To extend the metaphor from Section 1, Alice
first employs LapGraph on the original graph, then releases the
perturbed graph on the ML platform. Next, a GNN model will be
trained on the perturbed graph. At the inference stage, the same
perturbed graph is used for prediction.

In comparison with Tables 4 and 5, the results in Table 9 show
that LapGraph generally alleviates the privacy leakage against the
link inference attacks, whileMaui still outperforms other attacks.
We do not show the results of LAS2-feat because it only measures
the similarity of node features, so it is unaffected. LapGraph per-
forms the best on Github dataset because it perturbs more edges in
the dense subgraph.

These results suggest that the privacy concern is not well allevi-
ated under this defense mechanism, although the attacker cannot be
confident in their attack performance, as it is unclear which edges
overlap with the true data. This defense mechanism protects graph
information through input perturbation on graph structure. The
perturbation guidance is only within the input space without GNN
feedback. To maintain GNN performance, only slight perturbation

Table 11: Performance of LinkTeller when applying feature
normalization. We show [the raw AP | Δ AP] in each cell.

Dataset GCNs GATs

local global local global

Cora 23.4 | -54.3 9.1 | -53.2 25.8 | -55.9 10.2 | -60.6
Citeseer 42.6 | -44.2 17.1 | -56.4 43.7 | -44.7 19.0 | -59.0
Coauthor-CS 56.3±1.0 | -31.9 34.2±1.9 | -41.2 56.9±1.2 | -34.9 35.1±1.7 | -48.3
Facebook 39.1±1.0 | -43.9 15.6±0.8 | -51.4 39.3±1.6 | -43.3 15.3±0.9 | -53.0
Github 17.7±3.6 | -67.7 3.9±1.8 | -58.8 21.1±2.2 | -71.0 3.5±1.9 | -79.1
LastFM-Asia 43.1±0.9 | -38.0 16.3±0.8 | -49.0 44.0±0.7 | -39.1 16.1±0.7 | -56.6

of the graph structure is acceptable. We believe that with addi-
tional API calls, the majority of edges can be successfully identified
through overlapping results. Furthermore, the graph structure from
certain datasets cannot be randomly perturbed because it contains
important information, such as chemical graphs [2], transaction
graphs [57] and provenance graphs [28] with strict rules about
edges.

If we take the perturbed graphs as ground truth, the evaluation
is considered the same as the evaluation with 2-layer GCNs, which
we show in Appendix C.

EdgeAttn. Different from LapGraph, EdgeAttn is trained on
the original graph. It manipulates edge attention to prevent the
information from passing evenly to neighbor nodes. Similar to
GATs, the attention for each edge is learned through the training
process, where the edges contributing to the prediction tend to gain
more attention. We add noise to the attention values in each GNN
layer to prevent overfitting and improve the robustness.

Table 10 shows the performance of LinkTeller drops significantly
under EdgeAttn. Although EdgeAttn increases the prediction sim-
ilarity between neighbor nodes, it preserves edge privacy from
attacks that require the feedback of GNNs. The performance of
Maui does not greatly decline due to the full utilization of graph
structure. It can be observed that EdgeAttn works better in rela-
tively dense graphs where edge attention plays an important role
in the predictions. For this reason, EdgeAttn successfully protects
edge privacy in Facebook dataset, but the attacks still maintain
their performance in Coauthor-CS dataset. This dataset has lower
node degrees on average, and EdgeAttn is trained on the original
graph, so it is more difficult to hide the graph structure from Maui.
However, a slight manipulation of edge attention can significantly
decrease the performance of LinkTeller.

While EdgeAttn alleviates the limitations of LapGraph, privacy
is still not well protected. The condition for privacy protection is
rigid. The graphs must be dense enough to obfuscate individual
edges, and the predictions should largely rely on edge attention. In
this case, the learned edge attention can be highly imbalanced so
certain edge attention values can be too small for information to
pass through the corresponding edges.

Model Manipulation against LinkTeller. We obtain the re-
sults of LinkTeller when feature normalization is applied to the
2-layer GNNs in Table 11. The results have hugely declined from
the original. Due to LinkTeller’s gradient estimation strategy, it is
easy to be manipulated, e.g., by feature normalization. This is not
a defense mechanism but is commonly used in real life to make
sure the model parameters are well learned during training. Feature
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(a) AP. The light and the dark bars represent the global and local attack performance, respectively.
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(b) Running time (in seconds). For Maui(C), we present the time for Maui(E) andMaui separately, and label the total running time.

Figure 4: Performance of Maui with different estimation strategies.

normalization prevents LinkTeller from accurately estimating the
gradients, thus destroying its effectiveness. Other operations, such
as layer/batch normalization can be considered not only to improve
the performance but prevent privacy attacks like LinkTeller. How-
ever, they do not affect the other attacks, which indicates the urgent
need of countermeasures.

5.7 Estimation Strategy Evaluation
We follow Algorithm 2 and use dynamic sampling for the efficient
strategy, denoted as Maui(E). We set the threshold to 0.2 for the
combined strategy,Maui(C), to balance the running time and attack
performance. The attacks are conducted with 2-layer GCNs. We
evaluate the estimation strategies by the attack performance and
running time. The result is reported in Figure 4.

Attack performance. We present the attack performance in
Figure 4a. In general, the results become better as the original es-
timation strategy is more involved in the computation. Maui(C)
achieves better results than Maui(E), while underperforming the
original Maui. The use of Maui greatly improves the performance
of Maui(E). Specifically, Maui(C) improves the performance of
Maui(E) by 7.4% in local attack. Other than Github dataset, the
APs Maui(C) obtains are over 90%, which are more approximate
to Maui than Maui(E). With relatively dense subgraphs, Maui(E)
shows lower AP and high standard deviation due to the limited
sampling times 𝜏 and the infeasible quantities of sampled nodes 𝑠 .
Compared with Table 4, the estimation strategies overall outper-
form the baseline methods.

Running time. The running times of different strategies are
shown in Figure 4b. Maui(E) greatly improves the running time
in contrast to Maui(C) and Maui. Maui(C), as a combined strategy,
outperformsMaui(E) in terms of precision, and alleviates the time
cost of Maui, especially with a dense graph or a deep GNN model.
The reason why the running times of Maui(C) and Maui do not
differ greatly in several datasets is that the experiment is conducted
with 2-layer GCNs and the graphs are sparse, e.g., Coathor-CS

dataset. With 3-layer GCNs,Maui(C) will significantly reduce the
running time for Maui, and the result can be found in Appendix B.
Since this strategy is dependent onMaui(E), which does not require
a long running time, we can allocate more computation to Maui(E)
for better performance. That is, we can increase the sampling times
for each target node. As the performance of Maui(E) is refined, we
can choose a higher threshold to conduct the original estimation
strategy. The other way to improve Maui(C) is to use a different
base method, e.g., LinkTeller. Overall, Maui(C) and Maui are the
optimal choices when only a limited number of target nodes are
considered.

6 RELATEDWORK
Graph Neural Networks. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), as
deep learning models for graph data, were first motivated from
recurrent neural networks and introduced by Gori et al. [19]. In-
spired by the concept, Bruna et al. [3] took a further step to adapt
the convolutional operation from grid data to graph data and de-
veloped Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) based on spectral
graph theory. The spectral-based GNNs were then improved by
various works [9, 29, 31]. To overcome the expensive consump-
tion of using the full adjacency matrix for spectral-based GNNs,
new, spatial-based GNNs such as GraphSAGE [20], GATs [54] and
GINs [67], which adopt the neighborhood aggregation scheme, were
developed. Building upon these models, countless works explored
GNNs’ utility for in a variety of problem domains, including node-
level [5, 41], edge-level [27, 77], and graph-level tasks [14, 74]. Other
than general node classification, link prediction, and graph classi-
fication tasks, GNNs have proven the ability to handle tasks like
graph generation [52] and graph clustering [53]. Because of their
remarkable advancement, GNNs have been widely deployed across
different domains to serve our daily life: in fields such as computer
vision [11, 34], natural language processing [71], recommendation
systems [73], and many others [24, 58].
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Privacy of GNNs.Attacks on GNNs target twomajor categories:
GNN models [51, 60] and graph data [79]. The model-targeted
attacks aim to infer the model architectures or parameters. The
private information of graph data contains not only the graph com-
ponents [80] but also the graph properties [79] (e.g., the graph size)
and training membership [12] (e.g., the nodes used for training).

Zhang et al. [76] generalize the existing privacy attacks into
three major categories: model extraction attacks, membership infer-
ence attacks, and model inversion attacks. Model extraction attacks
aim to construct a surrogate model by stealing the information
of a GNN model. Recent works [51, 60] have investigated model
extraction attacks with different levels of capacities, e.g., whether
the graph structure is missing. Membership inference attacks aim to
infer whether a target component is used to train the target model,
which has been studied for node classification [22, 44] and graph
classification tasks [56, 59]. Model inversion attacks aim to infer
the target attributes from the corresponding outputs of GNN mod-
els, which can be further divided into reconstruction attacks and
property inference attacks. Reconstruction attacks, a.k.a. attribute
inference attacks, are mostly studied on the graph structure under
both white-box [12, 80] and black-box settings [21, 33, 62]. Includ-
ing LSA2, He et al. [21] has proposed eight Link Stealing Attacks
in total with different capabilities, which include whether an attack
has access to node features, partial graph, and a shadow dataset.
Zhang et al. [79] take the initial effort to infer the properties of a
graph (e.g., the graph density) by its embeddings.

Although the defense against privacy attacks is not extensively
studied, there are four major techniques for privacy-preserving
GNNs [8, 78]: differential privacy, federated learning, and adversar-
ial privacy-preserving and latent factor disentangling. Differential
privacy [13] guarantees an attack cannot infer the information of
a single sample. Federated learning [4, 61] allows individuals to
train a GNN model collectively without sharing the original data.
Adversarial privacy-preserving [23, 55] prevents sensitive infor-
mation from leakage by adopting an adversarial function. Latent
factor disentangling [32] disentangles sensitive information from
the embedding space.

7 DISCUSSION
Limitations of Maui. Our work primarily focuses on node clas-
sification tasks, but with additional knowledge, such as node em-
beddings, the attack can be adapted to a broader range of tasks,
including graph classification. This adaptation involves replacing
node predictions with node embeddings, which are more expressive
and could potentially enhance performance in node classification
tasks.

Compared to other attacks, there is a tradeoff between com-
putation time and attack performance inMaui. To achieve better
performance without additional knowledge,Maui estimates influ-
ence values for each individual node pair. This approach can be
computationally expensive. To address this limitation, we have de-
veloped different estimation strategies to strike a balance between
time consumption and attack performance.

Another limitation of Maui is that it needs to conduct global
attacks on a subgraph to determine the existence of edges between
node pairs. The threshold for distinguishing edge existence is not

deterministic, as the influence values indicate the influence of one
node on another, rather than the probabilities of connections. This
requires attackers to collect sufficient outputs and identify node
pairs with larger influence values. Additionally, the knowledge of
node degrees is not available, which would eliminate the need for
a global attack.

Despite these limitations, Maui significantly outperforms state-
of-the-art approaches, particularly in challenging settings. Our
experiments demonstrate that other attacks fail to achieve better
performance even with extra knowledge. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no task where other attacks succeed while Maui fails
under these challenging conditions.

Possible defense strategies. Possible ways to alleviate privacy
leakage include rate-limiting API access, monitoring the malicious
query behavior, and providing limited predictions for each query.
Edge-obfuscation strategies like the one proposed by Joshi and
Mishra [25] could slowMaui, but would not completely mitigate
it given enough queries. In addition to the defense of the system,
malicious query detection should be addressed. Web-based attacks,
such as code injection attacks, pose a direct threat to the security
of account details.

Future works. ForMaui, to make it more applicable to larger
datasets, we plan to investigate strategies that help filter out re-
dundant node pairs and improve scalability. We leave this as future
work. This strategy can further be used on target models that output
noisy node embeddings. Based onMaui, we envision that attacks
may be built against federated learning systems, where the clients
only have access to a subset of node features and graph structure,
and a client may steal private data from other clients.

Furthermore, attacks on different target components (e.g., node
features) under different settings are worth studying. The attacks
during the training stage are not yet well-studied for GNNs. Gra-
dients with sensitive information can cause serious privacy leak-
age [81, 82], especially in federated learning settings [39]. Finally,
we emphasize that the development of effective countermeasures
against privacy attacks is essential. Existing defenses are not suit-
able for certain attacks [8, 76], such as model extraction attacks.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presentedMaui, the first link inference at-
tack that operates under the most challenging security setting. By
leveraging the vertical partition of graph structures and node fea-
tures,Maui is capable of accurately inferring the existence of edges
between nodes using only black-box access to an inference API.
Our evaluation on six real-world datasets has demonstrated the
effectiveness of Maui in varying scopes, even under defense mech-
anisms. The results of this study highlight the pressing need for
new privacy-preserving techniques to defend against GNN privacy
attacks. With only API access to social media GNNs,Maui can learn
who your friends are.
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A DETAILS OF MODEL PERFORMANCE
Table 12 shows the model performance on the six datasets. Specifi-
cally, GCN-2l(·) is a 2-layer GCN model with a defense mechanism
as the countermeasure to the attacks, which will be elaborated in
Appendix C.

Table 12: Accuracy (in percent) of GNN predictions.

Model Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

GCN-2l 84.3 73.0 92.6 91.1 86.5 80.5
GAT-2l 86.7 73.4 92.5 91.5 86.7 80.4
GCN-2l(LG) 82.1 71.0 90.7 85.8 84.7 77.6
GCN-2l(EA) 86.0 76.0 91.4 88.4 86.4 80.1

B PERFORMANCEWITH 3-LAYER GCNS
Due to enormous time consumption of Maui on specific graphs,
we instead present the results of Maui with alternative estimation
strategies. We report the attacks with 3-layer GCNs by AP and the
running time. Here, we do not consider 1-layer GNNs or deeper
GNNs. We can identify all the correct node pairs with 1-layer GNNs
simply by finding the influence nodes. For deeper GNNs, the node
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Table 13: Performance with 3-layer GCNs.

Type Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

Local

Decoder 28.9 54.0 61.2±2.6 51.1±1.9 46.3±4.6 30.8±1.1
LSA2-post 27.8 51.5 59.4±1.8 49.3±1.2 20.5±5.4 32.3±1.5
LSA2-feat 32.8 56.5 83.3±1.3 38.8±1.3 21.0±4.8 32.5±0.9
LinkTeller 77.7 85.6 85.5±0.5 79.5±1.0 81.8±1.9 82.4±0.6
Maui(E) 91.7 92.5 87.3±0.4 89.4±0.9 85.1±3.3 94.0±0.1
Maui(C) 93.3 97.0 96.0±0.2 96.0±0.4 92.0±2.2 96.6±0.1

Global

Decoder 11.8 24.6 34.6±3.4 24.2±2.0 21.4±6.8 13.6±0.9
LSA2-post 8.1 20.3 32.5±1.8 17.4±0.8 2.9±1.0 10.6±1.0
LSA2-feat 12.4 27.6 65.7±2.7 14.6±0.8 4.2±1.6 12.1±0.6
LinkTeller 64.1 74.4 71.6±1.0 62.2±0.8 59.9±4.0 69.4±1.3
Maui(E) 86.6 85.4 75.6±0.7 82.9±0.8 60.0±10.1 91.4±0.1
Maui(C) 88.5 92.4 90.3±0.4 89.9±0.6 75.5±5.2 94.6±0.1

Model Accuracy 83.1 69.8 92.1 93.7 86.8 82.2

representations face over-smoothing problems [35], leading to the
performance degradation of both GNNs and attacks.

Attack performance. From Table 13, Maui(C) obtains the best
results. Compared with the results with 2-layer GNNs in Table 4,
the performance of LSA2s declines largely due to the huge increase
of influence nodes. The performance of LinkTeller drops slightly,
same as the finding fromWu et al. [62]. In the global attack,Maui(E)
obtains 10.3% more, and the performance of Maui(C) has improved
by 7.0% in comparison with Table 5.

Running time. In Table 14, LinkTeller maintains the best results
with 3-layer GCNs. Overall,Mauis require huge time consumption.
The results of Maui(C)+ in Table 14 indicate the running time for the
original estimation strategy, so the total running time of Maui(C) is
the sum of Maui(E) andMaui(C)+. Compared with Table 8, the extra
time consumption of LinkTeller with 3-layer GCNs is from the in-
creasing nonzero influence values, while the time complexity stays
constant. Differently, the time complexity of Mauis rises largely
due to the increase of GNN layers, which leads to considerable
running time in practice. The other factor associated with the time
complexity of Mauis is the graph density. As mentioned previously,
Github graph is uneven and contains subgraphs with large density.

Table 14: Running time (in seconds) with 3-layer GCNs.

Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

LSA2-post 24.4 19.2 12.3±0.3 18.4±0.6 21.1±10.1 20.0±0.8
LSA2-feat 21.9 18.2 11.7±0.2 17.0±0.4 18.4±8.3 18.0±0.7
LinkTeller 28.3 15.6 7.4±1.0 9.8±0.7 7.3±2.3 16.8±0.8
Maui(E) 517.9 179.4 61.4±10.4 120.5±5.4 179.0±189.5 278.2±23.5
Maui(C)+ 155.9 141.6 64.8±5.6 125.6±13.7 994.6±1222.4 192.1±16.1

I 27.7 52.6 32.9±0.1 23.2±0.7 33.2±34.1 27.3±0.6

C DETAILS OF DEFENSE MECHANISM
LapGraph. Given a value of 𝜖 and a randomization generator, Lap-
Graph takes a graph as input, then generates a perturbed graph
that guarantees 𝜖-edge DP. In edge DP [26], two undirected graphs
are considered neighbors if one graph can be obtained from the
other by adding or removing one edge. Thereby, edge DP defense
mechanisms operate directly on adjacency matrix. LapGraph ap-
plies a specific level of Laplace noise to each cell of the adjacency

Table 15: Performance with 2-layer GCNs under LapGraph,
with the perturbed graphs as ground truth.

Type Attack Cora Citeseer Coauthor-
CS Facebook Github LastFM-

Asia

Local

Decoder 48.2 63.5 76.8±1.6 63.5±0.5 61.6±2.8 48.9±0.7
LSA2-post 41.8 61.1 71.8±1.1 60.5±0.4 41.8±6.0 50.1±1.3
LSA2-feat 42.5 59.2 75.3±0.6 43.9±0.3 32.0±5.6 43.5±0.8
LinkTeller 75.5 84.7 88.5±0.8 84.4±0.6 88.3±1.8 81.0±0.4
Maui 95.2 96.3 99.5±0.1 97.1±0.3 95.9±1.0 96.3±0.4

Global

Decoder 28.1 38.6 55.0±2.6 36.5±1.1 29.8±3.0 26.9±0.5
LSA2-post 19.0 33.8 51.3±1.5 30.9±1.2 10.2±4.7 25.6±1.3
LSA2-feat 22.1 36.1 64.5±1.2 24.2±0.9 11.0±4.3 23.6±0.7
LinkTeller 60.8 72.6 76.6±1.6 69.0±1.3 69.0±6.9 66.2±1.0
Maui 90.5 89.1 97.4±0.4 88.5±0.6 85.9±1.9 89.9±1.0

matrix, based on the privacy budget. The intuition of adjacency ma-
trix perturbation is to guarantee the indistinguishability between
two neighboring adjacency matrices by adding enough noise. To
further enhance the discreteness of the adjacency matrix, LapGraph
retains only the top-𝑇 cells from the perturbed adjacency matrix
and converts it into a sparse binary matrix. Here,𝑇 represents a ran-
dom number approximated to the number of edges in the original
graph. This discrete transformation maintains sparsity, mitigating
excessive memory consumption while ensuring the compatibility
with spatial GNNs. To better control the amount of perturbation,
LapGraph adopts 𝜖-DP mechanism [13, 62]. It controls the edge
density via a small portion of the privacy budget 𝜖 and applies the
remaining budget to generate the Laplace noise. The larger 𝜖 is, the
less perturbation will be conducted. According to the analysis from
Wu et al. [62], we set 𝜖 to 10 in our experiment to make sure the
original graph is mostly retained and the model performance does
not drop significantly.

The results in Table 15 are calculated with the perturbed graphs
as the ground truth. In particular, the results of Maui are all above
95.0% in the local attack and 85.0% in the global attack. With such
information, a surrogate GNN model can be constructed.

EdgeAttn. EdgeAttn is inspired by the concept of Graph In-
formation Bottleneck (GIB) [63]. The model aims to predict with
the minimum sufficient graph structure information. We assign
imbalanced attentions to different edges in each layer of GNNs to
ensure the model focuses on the most important graph structure so
as to reduce the accuracy of influence estimation. EdgeAttn can be
considered as GCNs with edge attention manipulator or adapted
1-head GATs, which do not perturb the original graph structure.
The attention for each edge at the 𝑙-th layer is calculated as:

𝛼𝑙𝑖, 𝑗 = exp
(
[𝒉𝑙−1𝑖 𝑊 𝑙

𝒉𝑙−1𝑗 𝑊 𝑙 ]𝒂𝑙
) /

∑︁
𝑣𝑗 ∈N𝑖∪{𝑣𝑖 }

exp
(
[𝒉𝑙−1𝑖 𝑊 𝑙

𝒉𝑙−1𝑗 𝑊 𝑙 ]𝒂𝑙
)
. (5)

Different from GATs, we remove the LeakyReLU function to create
imbalanced edge attentions to better protect the edge information.
Then, we apply noises to the edge attentions:

𝛼𝑙𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝛼𝑙𝑖, 𝑗 + 𝑜 , (6)

where 𝑜 is the noise from a uniform distribution 𝑜 ∼ 𝑈 (−`, `). ` is a
hyperparameter, whichwe set to 0.05 in the experiment. The noise is
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Figure 5: Precision of the global attack w/ and w/o the knowledge of node degree. The precision is calculated with top-100%
identified edges. The light and the dark bars represent the result w/ and w/o the extra knowledge, respectively.

Algorithm 4: Global Attack with Node Degrees

Input: The normalized influence values Θ̃; node degrees 𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑉 )
Output: The inferred adjacency matrix �̂�

1 Set an empty adjacency matrix �̂� for𝑉
2 foreach 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 do
3 Recover the top-(𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑣𝑖 )) edges in �̂�

4 �̂�← �̂� |�̂�𝑇

5 Θ̃← Θ̃ + Θ̃𝑇

6 foreach 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 do
7 Sort �̃� 𝑖 in ascending order
8 foreach (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 ) ∈ �̂� do
9 if

���̂�𝑖

�� > 𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑣𝑖 ) and
���̂�𝑗

�� > 𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑣𝑗 ) then
10 Remove (𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 ) and (𝑣𝑗 , 𝑣𝑖 ) in �̂�

11 Recover the top-(𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑉 )) edges in �̂� according to Θ̃

added to edge attentions from each GNN layer during both training
and inference stage. This noise perturbs the edge attention, influ-
encing predictions within an acceptable range. Consequently, the
prediction probabilities vary slightly with each inference, thereby
protecting the edge information. During the training stage, we
introduce element-wise entropy to edge attentions of each layer
to encourage the imbalance of edge attentions. The ultimate loss
function is set to be:

𝐿sum = 𝐿𝑐 (𝑃,𝑌 ) + 𝛽
∑︁

1≤𝑙≤𝐿
𝐿𝑒

(
𝛼𝑙
)
, (7)

where 𝐿𝑐 is the cross-entropy, 𝐿𝑒 is the element-wise entropy, and
𝛽 is the hyperparameter to control the imbalance of edge attentions.
We follow the same training settings in our experiment and dynam-
ically choose the value of 𝛽 to ensure the model performance under
EdgeAttn is slightly better than LapGraph.

D ANALYTICAL STUDIES
D.1 Global Attack with Node Degrees
Here, we consider the node degree as extra knowledge. We present
the global attack strategy in Algorithm 4, when we know the degree
of each node. We treat the edges as directional. The first step is
to find the incoming edges of each node individually, according
to the influence values of node pairs and the node degrees. Then
we convert the edges into non-directional edges. The second step
is to trim the redundant edges and make sure the top-k edges are
identified.

We report the global attack with the knowledge of node degrees
in Figure 5. The result is the best result the attacks can achieve in
the global attack, as the global incompatibility is mostly eliminated.
The visible dark bars in Figure 5 are the improvement for the in-
compatibility, averaging 8.6% for all and 11.2% for black-box attacks.
We conclude that if an attack performs well in the local attack, with
some extra knowledge, the whole graph will be in serious danger
of privacy leakage.

D.2 Attack with Original Node Features
We report the results of Mauiwhen using the original node features
in Table 16. The performance declines compared with using the
random initialized features. We set the same features for each node,
which alleviates the unequal prediction contribution from each
node, so that the influence scores largely depend on the graph
structure, specifically the distance between two nodes. From using
Proposition 1, we ensure that closer nodes have more influence on
each others’ predictions.

Table 16: Performance of Mauiwhen using the original node
features.

Dataset GCNs GATs

local global local global

Cora 81.8 69.0 85.5 78.5
Citeseer 89.4 78.5 91.8 83.7
Coauthor-CS 89.7±0.4 80.1±1.0 96.0±0.3 90.8±0.8
Facebook 78.7±0.6 61.0±0.8 85.4±0.9 74.1±1.7
Github 84.0±1.6 62.8±5.2 91.7±0.5 82.2±2.3
LastFM-Asia 80.5±0.7 61.8±1.4 86.1±0.5 79.3±1.0
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